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Surfing the Edge of Chaos: The Laws of Nature and the New Laws of BusinessCrown, 2000
Every few years a book changes the way people think about a field. In psychology there is Daniel Goleman's Emotional Intelligence. In science, James Gleick's Chaos. In economics and finance, Burton Malkiel's A Random Walk Down Wall Street. And in business there is now Surfing the Edge of Chaos by Richard...
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Managerial Accounting: Tools for Business Decision MakingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	This book does not Include Access code

	Weygandt, Managerial Accounting, 6th Edition gives students the tools they need to succeed, whether as accountants or in other career paths. The authors present the fundamental concepts of managerial accounting in an easy-to-understand fashion in a decision-making...
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In Search of Dark Matter (Springer Praxis Books / Space Exploration)Springer, 2006

	The dark matter problem is one of the most fundamental and profoundly difficult problems in the history of science. Not knowing what makes up most of the mass in the Universe goes to the heart of our understanding of the Universe and our place in it. In Search of Dark Matter is the story of the emergence of the dark matter problem, from the...
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Gaspipe: Confessions of a Mafia BossWilliam Morrow, 2008

	The boss of New York's infamous Lucchese crime family, Anthony "Gaspipe" Casso's life in the Mafia was preordained from birth. His rare talent for "earning"—concocting ingenious schemes to hijack trucks, rob banks, and bring vast quantities of drugs into New York—fueled his unstoppable rise up the...
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Born Of The Night (The League)Pinnacle, 1996
Kidnapped by merciless marauders who threaten her father's   planetary kingdom, princess Kiara is rescued by a masked stranger known   as Nemesis, a renegade assassin and warrior-soldier who has sworn to   protect the innocent. Original.

Best-selling author Sherrilyn Kenyon (The Dark-Hunter novels) restores  three out-of-print titles in...
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Blender Production: Creating Short Animations from Start to FinishFocal Press, 2012

	Short animation projects are ambitious and time-consuming, but with a good plan and toolset, they can be hugely rewarding. Blender expert Roland Hess will get you up to speed on animated short fundamentals, including writing, storyboarding, blocking, and character creation. This follow-up of Blender Foundations will introduce the more...
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Mastering Manga Studio 5Packt Publishing, 2013

	An extensive, fun, and practical guide to streamlining your comic-making workflow using Manga Studio 5


	Overview

	
		Make Manga Studio 5 your own personalized software by creating your own workspace, tools, page layouts, and materials
	
		Explore using 3D models, actions, ruler tools, and creating...
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Smart Cards: The Developer's ToolkitPrentice Hall, 2002
The technical groundwork has been laid for wide-spectrum exploitation of smart card technology in both commercial and enterprise venues. Our goal in this book is to provide IT managers, system architects, system analysts, and application developers with the basic information about smart card technology that they need to open the tap on the...
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The Video Game Explosion: A History from PONG to PlayStation and BeyondGreenwood Press, 2007
In the United States alone, the video game industry raked in an astonishing $12.5 billion last year, and shows no signs of slowing. Once dismissed as a fleeting fad of the young and frivolous, this booming industry has not only proven its staying power, but promises to continue driving the future of new media and emerging technologies. Today video...
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A Splendid Exchange: How Trade Shaped the WorldAtlantic Monthly Press, 2008
A sweeping narrative history of world trade--from Mesopotamia in 3000 B.C. to the firestorm over globalization today--that brilliantly explores trade's colorful and contentious past and provides new insights into its future

Adam Smith wrote that man has an intrinsic "propensity to truck, barter, and exchange one thing for...
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Network+ Guide to NetworksCourse Technology PTR, 2009

	Knowing how to install, configure, and troubleshoot a computer network is a highly marketable and exciting skill. This book first introduces the fundamental building blocks that form a modern network, such as protocols, topologies, hardware, and network operating systems. It then provides in-depth coverage of the most important concepts in...
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Permanent Revolution: The Reformation and the Illiberal Roots of LiberalismHarvard University Press, 2019

	
		How did the Reformation, which initially promoted decidedly illiberal positions, end up laying the groundwork for Western liberalism?

		

		The English Reformation began as an evangelical movement driven by an unyielding belief in predestination, intolerance, stringent literalism, political quietism, and...
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